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Abstract—Coordinated charging can provide efficient charg-
ing plans for electric vehicles (EVs) to improve the overall en-
ergy utilization while preventing an electric power system from
overloading. However, designing an efficient coordinated charg-
ing strategy to route mobile EVs to fast-charging stations for
globally optimal energy utilization is very challenging. In this
paper, we investigate a special smart grid with enhanced com-
munication capabilities, i.e., a VANET-enhanced smart grid. It
exploits vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) to support real-time
communications among road-side units (RSUs) and highly mobile
EVs for collecting real-time vehicle mobility information or dis-
patching charging decisions. Then, we propose a mobility-aware
coordinated charging strategy for EVs, which not only improves
the overall energy utilization while avoiding power system over-
loading, but also addresses the range anxieties of individual EVs
by reducing the average travel cost. Specifically, the mobility-in-
curred travel cost for an EV is considered in two aspects: 1) the
travel distance from the current position of the EV to a charging
station; and 2) the transmission delay for receiving a charging
decision via VANETs. The optimal mobility-aware coordinated EV
charging problem is formulated as a time-coupled mixed-integer
linear programming problem. By solving this problem based on
Lagrange duality and branch-and-bound-based outer approxi-
mation techniques, an efficient charging strategy is obtained. To
evaluate the performance of the proposed strategy, a realistic sub-
urban scenario is developed in VISSIM to track vehicle mobility
through the generated simulation traces, based on which the travel
cost of each EV can be accurately calculated. Extensive simulation
results demonstrate that the proposed strategy considerably out-
performs the traditional EV charging strategy without VANETs
on the metrics of the overall energy utilization, the average EV
travel cost, and the number of successfully charged EVs.

Index Terms—Mobile EVs, coordinated fast charging, range
anxiety, VANETs, smart grid.

I. INTRODUCTION

E LECTRIC VEHICLEs (EVs), as a promising component
of sustainable and eco-friendly transportation systems,

have received considerable attention in many countries across
the world [1], [2]. Refueled by electricity instead of gasoline,
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these vehicles have the potential to save thousands of dollars
for customers over the vehicle lifetime. For example, a TESLA
Model S, a pioneer retail EV produced by TESLA Motors,
costs $30/km, while a common premium sedan costs $173/km
[3]. Besides, the adoption of EVs into the transport sector
can reduce the consumption of conventional energy sources
(e.g., gasoline) and the pollution of environments (e.g., green-
house gas emissions). As reported in [4], battery EVs, which
completely depend on rechargeable batteries and thus produce
no emissions, can cut down the overall emissions from the
transport sector by 70%. Due to the above advantages, EVs have
been accounting for higher market share in the transport sector.
According to the report of Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) [5], the EV penetration level can reach 35%, 51%, and
62% by 2020, 2030, and 2050, respectively.

However, the widespread adoption of EVs in the transporta-
tion system will lead to charging problems of mobile EVs
that are fully reliant on rechargeable batteries. EV charging,
which is very likely to coincide concentratively with the peak
demand time of the power system, can incur overloading of a
distribution feeder, resulting in the system instability and the
reduction in energy utilization [6], [7], especially for fast EV
charging as it requires much higher power than the regular
charging. Some works use energy storage systems to mitigate
the impact of fast EV charging on the power system, but at
an additional cost of deploying the energy storage devices [2].
Thus, to avoid power system overload during the peak time and
improve energy utilization without additional deployment cost,
load management strategies are indispensable to distribute the
EV charging load both temporally and spatially in a coordinated
fashion. At the same time, for fast EV charging, the assigned
charging stations must be within the range of individual mobile
EVs given current locations and battery energy levels, due to
the tension between the current battery energy levels and the
travel cost to reach charging stations, i.e., range anxiety.

There has been abundant literature [8]–[19] concerning the
coordinated EV charging strategy design for EVs. But most
of the works so far solve problems only in the power system
aspect. That is, the coordinated charging is performed for a
group of EVs that are assumed to be ready for charging within
an area (e.g., parking lots or residence areas). Little research has
considered vehicle-specific features, i.e. the vehicle mobility,
into the charging strategy when fast-charging is considered. In
fact, as EVs may need charging when moving on the road, the
energy consumption on the road to reach the charging station,
referred to as the travel cost in this paper, should be consid-
ered. Otherwise, the charging station assigned by the existing
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strategies may be too far to reach given the EV’s current
location and battery energy level. Due to this range anx-
iety, drivers prefer to charge at locations with less travel
cost. Therefore, new charging strategies are required to take
the range anxieties and vehicle mobility into consideration
to reduce the EV travel cost. In order to track the vehicle
mobility, real-time information of EVs (e.g., locations and
battery energy levels) should be collected to assist charging
strategy design.

To this end, in this paper, we focus on leveraging the real-
time mobile vehicle information to help designing an efficient
coordinated EV charging strategy. The objective is to improve
the overall energy utilization, reduce the average EV travel cost,
and prevent the overload of the power system. To properly
design the strategy, two underlying key problems should be
deliberated: 1) how to efficiently and reliably obtain the real-
time information of mobile vehicles required by the EV charg-
ing strategy; and 2) based on the collected information, how to
perform mobility-aware coordinated EV charging to improve
energy utilization and reduce EV travel cost while avoiding
power system overload.

Thanks to vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs), the first
problem can have a promising resolution. Exclusively de-
signed for information exchange among highly mobile vehi-
cles and road-side units (i.e., RSUs) in a multi-hop fashion,
VANETs can deliver the required real-time information effi-
ciently via short-range vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-
to-RSU (V2R) communication [20]–[22], making large-volume
vehicle information collection cheaper and faster compared to
the other networks (e.g., cellular networks and Wi-Fis) [23].
More importantly, RSUs in VANETs can greatly enhance the
timeliness of data collection and dissemination, which makes it
possible to perform coordinated charging strategies for a group
of moving vehicles [24]. Therefore, in this work, VANETs are
integrated into a smart grid to collect the real-time information
of mobile EVs and disseminate the charging decisions. More-
over, as the running EVs still consume energy when waiting for
the charging decision, the transmission delay for information
exchange in VANETs may cause additional travel cost for EVs.
Thus in this paper, the transmission delay is analyzed based on
the RSU deployment and vehicle densities.

To cope with the second problem, in this work, based
on the VANET-enhanced smart grid, the range anxieties are
considered based on vehicle mobility in the charging strategy
design. Specifically, we propose a mobility-aware coordinated
EV charging strategy to make charging decisions based on the
collected real-time vehicle information and the historic remote
terminal unit (RTU) readings of the power grid. With all the
collected information, the following questions are answered in
a coordinated fashion: 1) should a vehicle be charged in the next
period based on current battery energy level; 2) which charging
station should this vehicle go to with the consideration of the
range anxiety based on its current location; and 3) how much
energy should be charged for this vehicle to improve the energy
utilization and guarantee the power system stability. The opti-
mal charging problem is formulated as a time-coupled mixed-
integer linear programming (MILP) problem, which is difficult
to be solved. However, by unveiling the linear relationship

among EV charging loads of feeders, we decouple the MILP
problem into a series of sub-MILPs through Lagrange duality
[25]. Each sub-MILP can be further solved by the branch-and-
cut-based outer approximation algorithm [26].

In summary, to deal with the range anxieties of EVs, we
incorporate VANETs into the smart grid to collect real-time
vehicle information for tracking the vehicle mobility (e.g.,
locations) and battery energy levels. A predictive mobility-
aware coordinated EV charging strategy is proposed to improve
the power utilization and reduce average EV travel cost while
preventing overload of the power system for the following
charging period. The main contributions of the paper are listed
as fourfold.

• First, we propose the system architecture of the VANET-
enhanced smart grid, in which VANETs enable efficient
communication among mobile vehicles and RSUs to col-
lect useful information and dispatch the decisions of the
EV charging strategy in a real-time manner; a traffic
server is in charge of processing the collected information
and performing the predictive coordinated EV charging
strategy for EVs;

• Second, considering the range anxieties of EVs, we design
a mobility-aware coordinated EV charging strategy to
improve the overall energy utilization of the power system
and reduce the average EV travel cost while avoiding the
overload of the power system. Particularly, we discover
that the EV charging loads of charging stations present a
linear relation, which is critical for the load assignment;
furthermore, the travel cost is defined and formulated to
reveal the impact of vehicle mobility on the charging
strategy design;

• Third, the globally optimal charging problem is formu-
lated as a time-coupled MILP problem which is decoupled
into a series of sub-MILPs through Lagrange duality. Each
sub-MILP is further solved by the branch-and-cut-based
outer approximation algorithm; and

• Finally, we carry out extensive simulations to validate the
effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed EV charg-
ing strategy. The simulation traces are extracted from
VISSIM [27], by which a highly realistic suburban sce-
nario is built. And the transmission delay induced by
VANETs is fully evaluated. Then, the proposed strategy
is demonstrated to considerably outperform the traditional
autonomous charging strategy (without VANETs) on the
metrics of the energy utilization and the average EV
travel cost.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
related work is discussed in Section II. Section III provides
an overview of the system model. In Sections IV and V, the
mobility-aware coordinated EV charging problem is formulated
and solved, respectively. Section VI demonstrates the perfor-
mance of the proposed strategy by simulations. Section VII
concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Up to now, many studies have shown that the power system
can be significantly affected by high penetration levels of EV
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charging [11], [12]. To avoid power system overloading during
the peak time, load management strategies are indispensable to
distribute the EV charging load both temporally and spatially
[13]. In [14], [15], to avoid power system overloading, the peak
load is shifted to off-peak periods to improve the load factor
of the entire grid. In [16], [17], it is shown that global EV
charging strategies that coordinate the charging duration and
rates of multiple EVs based on global load information have
better performance than the local strategy. In [18], [19], the
spatial diversity of EV charging is modeled and evaluated to
further help regulate the charging profile. However, most of the
existing EV charging strategies consider EVs to be stationary
when they need to be charged; few works take the vehicle
mobility into consideration, which can not be overlooked as
it is the most important feature of a vehicle, especially for
fast-charging. Due to vehicle mobility, range anxiety, i.e., the
tension between the travel cost and the EV battery energy
level, is key to the viability of charging decisions. Therefore,
new efficient EV charging strategies must be designed to
take care of real-time vehicle information to solve the range
anxiety problem.

To obtain the real-time vehicular information, most existing
works rely on cellular or Wi-Fi systems [28]–[30]. However,
inevitable drawbacks of these systems limit their practicability
in the collection of vehicle information. First, for dense ve-
hicular networks, the inaccuracy of the location measurement
in both systems [31] may considerably degrade the charging
performance. Second, as cellular systems are not dedicated for
vehicular data collection, the collection services can be highly
costly, and the high volume of vehicular data may cause con-
gestion for other cellular services especially when the vehicle
density is high; for the Wi-Fi systems, the coverage is very
limited which can cause large delay in information delivery,
and the high mobility of vehicles may dramatically reduce the
delivery ratio. Thanks to VANETs, the delivery of the real-
time message can be much quicker, cheaper and more efficient
than the above systems, especially for dense and highly mobile
vehicular networks [32]. Exclusively designed for information
exchange among highly mobile vehicles and the RSUs, the
supported short-range V2V and V2R communication effec-
tively expands the transmission range of vehicles in a multi-hop
manner with higher data rates. As a result of the RSU sharing
and multiple V2V relaying mechanisms, a higher throughput
and delivery ratio as well as lower delay can be achieved
for the large-volume vehicle information exchange [33], [34],
making it possible to perform coordinated charging strategy for
a group of vehicles. In this paper, we exploit VANETs in a
smart grid to support the real-time information exchange among
mobile vehicles, and evaluate the transmission delay possibly
incurred by VANETs. Then, the range anxiety which describes
the tension between the travel cost and the current energy level
can be introduced as a viability of the charging decisions for
mobile vehicles.

Therefore, with real-time vehicle information collection
and decision dissemination through VANETs, our objec-
tive is to design a mobility-aware coordinated predictive
charging strategy for mobile EVs. This strategy improves
the energy utilization of the power system and reduces

Fig. 1. The VANET-enhanced smart grid architecture.

the average EV travel cost while avoiding overload in the
power system.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

Aiming at providing a predictive coordinated mobility-aware
charging strategy for EVs based on the real-time vehicle in-
formation, we first introduce a VANET-enhanced smart grid
architecture to efficiently operate the coordinated EV-charging
strategy. Then, the power flow equations are elaborated in the
corresponding power system. Furthermore, the mobility model,
charging model and transmission model of EVs are discussed.

A. VANET-Enhanced Smart Grid

Fig. 1 shows the components of the proposed VANET-
enhanced smart grid architecture, consisting of a power dis-
tribution system, charging stations (e.g., at parking lots), a
traffic server, EVs and access points (i.e., RSUs) along road
sides. The power distribution system supplies energy to the
whole network through power feeders (i.e., buses). Besides, the
charging stations provide fast-charging for all the EVs.

Based on historic RTU readings of each distribution system
bus, the voltage at each charging station in the following period
can be obtained [35]. The maximal power that can be supplied
by each charging station (i.e., the load-capacity of each charg-
ing station) is preknown. In the following context, we denote
the load-capacity of Busj as P j

total. The historic readings are
delivered to the traffic server via wireline. A traffic server is
capable of performing predictive charging strategy to provide
globally optimized charging decisions for EVs, according to
the real-time EV information collected through VANETs and
the historic RTU readings. The operation is conducted period by
period. Specifically, the charging decisions include the charging
load/rate of EV v at Busj in period k (denoted as Pchv,j,k) and
the charging indicator of vehicle v indicating whether EV v will
be charged at station j in period k, which is denoted as xv,j,k.
And xv,j,k is set to 1 when EV v is charged at Busj in period
k, and 0 otherwise.

In VANETs, consider a set of EVs, denoted as V, moving
around in the network region following map-based paths. EVs
may need to be charged while moving on their ways. The
real-time EV information can be exchanged among the on-
board units (OBUs) installed in vehicles, through multi-hop
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V2V relaying, based on dedicated-short-range-communication
(DSRC) protocol [36],1 with a transmission range R. Besides,
Global Position System (GPS) devices, which offer the service
of shortest-path navigation, are also equipped in EVs and
keep wired connection with the OBU. Furthermore, a set of
RSUs, denoted as R, are uniformly deployed along roads and
capable to collect the vehicle information (e.g., locations and
battery energy levels) of EVs through V2R transmissions, based
on DSRC protocol, with the transmission range R. Wiredly
connected to the traffic server, RSUs can relay the collected
vehicle information to the traffic server for calculating the
globally optimized charging strategies for EVs. Thereafter, if
RSUs obtain the EV charging decisions from the traffic server,
they can relay the charging decisions to the EVs through R2V
and V2V transmissions.

In summary, the VANET-enhanced smart grid system oper-
ates as follows.

• Information collection and delivery to the traffic server:
The requested information are two-fold, i.e., the historic
RTU readings of each bus in the power system and the
real-time vehicle information. The former is delivered
to the traffic server through wireline, based on which
the charging load constraints of charging stations can be
predicted; the latter is collected through multi-hop V2V
relaying and V2R transmission;

• Decision making of the predictive coordinated EV charg-
ing: The traffic server then fuses all the collected infor-
mation and calculates the optimal EV charging strategy
to improve the power utilization of the grid and reduce
the average EV travel cost while avoiding power system
overloading;

• Decision dissemination: As soon as the OBU of an EV
receives its own charging decision from either the neigh-
boring EVs or an RSU, it will deliver the decision to the
GPS, and the GPS will navigate that EV to the designated
charging station.

B. Power System Model

In order to implement charging control for EVs in the
VANET-enhanced smart grid, the power flow on the feeders
should be considered. In the following, a power system model
is described, where the relationship between bus voltages and
loads are given to help derive the relation among EV charging
loads of feeders.

Consider a smart grid based on the system model as shown
in Fig. 1. The power system can be abstracted as a one-line di-
agram with multiple buses. For further illustration, an example
of a 12-bus system is depicted in Fig. 2(a). And Fig. 2(b) is
the equivalent power system model of Fig. 2(a). Let N denote
the set of buses in the system, with the population of 12 in
this example. The generation buses are defined as the buses
injecting power to the system, i.e., Bus1 in Fig. 2(a), while
the others which only have load are denoted as the load buses,
i.e., Bus3, Bus6, etc. The power system is supplied through

1DSRC protocol supports both RSU-to-vehicle/vehicle-to-RSU (R2V/V2R)
and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication.

Fig. 2. The power system model. (a) Illustrated power system model.
(b) Equivalent power system.

Fig. 3. The power flow illustration.

the substation at the generation bus, i.e., Bus1. EV charging
stations are located in the network at load buses, e.g., Bus3,
Bus6, Bus9, and Bus12, respectively. Consider that each
charging station is connected to the grid via a standard single-
phase Alternating-Current (AC) connection. Due to the thermal
limit of service cable or current rating of fuse, an EV charging
station at Busj is subject to a load-capacity constraint P j

total

[15]. Although the concept of vehicle-to-grid for a local system
exists [8], bi-directional flow of electricity or the directional
flow from an EV battery is not considered in this work.

The voltages of two neighboring buses in period k, e.g., Vi,k

and Vj,k as depicted in Fig. 3, can be approximated as [35]

Vi,k − Vj,k =
Pij,k · rij +Qij,k · xij

Vj,k
(1)

where Pij,k and Qij,k are the active and reactive power flow
from Busi to Busj in period k, respectively, while rij + jxij is
the impedance of the feeder line i− j. In per unit, (1) is usually
approximated as

Vi,k − Vj,k = Pij,k · rij +Qij,k · xij . (2)

Note that all the voltages of buses should be within a certain
range which is the main constraint of distribution system opera-
tion [35]. Specifically, the voltage magnitude at Busj in period
k is bounded by the upper and lower limits V min

j,k and V max
j,k ,

respectively, i.e., V min
j,k ≤ Vj,k ≤ V max

j,k . As proved in [35], the
minimum voltage point can occur only at the end of the feeder,
since only one generation bus is located at the beginning of
the distribution system.2 The minimum voltage VN,k can be
calculated as

VN,k = V1,k −
N−1∑
i=1

[
Pi(i+1),k · ri(i+1) +Qi(i+1),k · xi(i+1)

]
.

(3)

2Note that if the distributed generation is adopted in the distribution system,
the overloading problem should also be considered.
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C. EV Mobility and Charging Model

Consider that EVs move along the roads in the studied area.
The mobility of each EV can be characterized by two random
variables (V,D) [37]. Here, V represents the vehicle velocity
which takes two possible values (i.e., a lower velocity vL and
a higher velocity vH ). The velocity transition is modeled as
a two-state continuous Markov chain with state transition rate
1/D. Under this model, a vehicle initially chooses vL (or vH ),
and after a time interval which is exponentially distributed with
the mean of D, the velocity changes to vH (or vL). The model
can be exploited to describe the realistic driving behaviors of
people, i.e., a driver usually drives at a constant velocity for
a period and then changes to a higher/lower velocity based
on his/her will or road conditions. Besides, when the vehicle
density is low or medium (e.g, when the vehicle density is no
larger than 30 vehicle/km/lane), vehicles can be considered to
move independently [38] and the headway distance3 follows the
exponential distribution with rate ζ [39].

When a mobile EV needs to be charged, the charging load of
EV v(∈ V) at Busj in period k, i.e., Pchv,j,k, should be within
a certain range, i.e.,

0 ≤ Pchv,j,k ≤ Pchmax
v,j,k (4)

where Pchmax
v,j,k is the predefined charging load bound of

Pchv,j,k [40]. If EV v is not planned to be charged in period
k, i.e., xv,j,k = 0, the charging load of EV v in period k should
be 0, i.e.,

Pchv,j,k

Pchmax
v,j,k

≤ xv,j,k (5)

Also, xv,j,k should satisfy∑
j∈H

xv,j,k ≤ 1 and xv,j,k ∈ X = [0, 1] ∩ Z

∑
k

∑
j∈H

xv,j,k ≤Xmax (6)

where Xmax is the upper bound of the total charging times
for an EV within all the considered periods, since the fre-
quently charging is not necessary for EVs and may result in
battery damages [41]. For example, if each EV has at most
three chances to be charged within all the considered periods,
Xmax = 3. During a charging period, the charging energy of
each EV should be limited by its battery-capacity Cmax

battery, and
the battery should not be depleted on the way and failed to be
charged, i.e.,

0≤P init
v,k +

⎛
⎝∑

j∈H
a·Pchv,j,k−P v,k

cost−P k
cons ·

⎛
⎝1−

∑
j∈H

xv,j,k

⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠

≤Cmax
battery (7)

3In this paper, the headway distance is defined as the distance between two
neighboring vehicles in the same lane.

where P init
v,k is the initial energy stored in EV v in period k

obtained via VANETs, and P v,k
cost is the travel cost for charging

in period k for EV v. Let P k
cons be the average non-charging

energy cost of each EV for moving on the road if the EV is not
charged in period k. The duration of each period is a hours. For
instance, if we consider a 30-minutes duration for each period,
we have a = 0.5. Then, for an EV charging station at Busj , the
total EV load Pchj,k in period k is

Pchj,k =
∑
v∈V

Pchv,j ,k. (8)

D. Transmission Model in VANETs

To support the V2V and V2R communication in VANETs,
the draft standard IEEE 802.11p [42] (DSRC) is adopted,
which is designed particularly for short-range and intermit-
tent vehicle-based communications among vehicles and RSUs.
For analytical simplicity, in the link layer, we consider ideal
medium access control (MAC) protocol. Under ideal MAC,
the interference among V2V transmissions can be avoided, and
once one vehicle moves into the coverage range of an RSU,
the RSU is capable to schedule time slots of V2R transmission
for the vehicle with no collisions. Besides, the link data rate
of a V2V or V2R transmission is considered to be constant,
and the contact duration between each transmission pair (e.g.,
V2V or V2R) is considered long enough to accomplish one
packet delivery, which can be achieved by appropriately setting
the packet size [32]–[34]. Moreover, due to the intermittency
of vehicle communications caused by high-speed mobility, the
waiting time for obtaining a transmission opportunity is domi-
nant in the transmission delay compared to the queueing delay
and the random backoff time due to the channel contention.
Therefore, only the former is considered in this paper.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, charging load constraints are first calculated
for the buses with EV charging stations. And the relationship
among the EV charging loads of buses are discovered. Then,
considering the mobility of EVs, the EV’s travel cost is formu-
lated to represent the range anxieties of EVs, which particularly
involves the cost induced by the transmission delay in VANETs.
Finally, the mobility-aware coordinated EV charging problem
is formulated to maximize the overall charging-energy-minus-
travel-cost with power system overloading avoidance. This ob-
jective indicates that the total charging energy improvement and
the charging travel cost reduction should be jointly considered
and carefully balanced.

A. Charging Load Constraints

The charging station at Busj is subject to a load-capacity
constraint P j

total. Combining the load-capacity constraint with
the total EV load at Busj in period k of (8), we have

Pchj,k ≤ P j
total. (9)
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Moreover, subject to the additional load of EVs, the voltage of
one bus will decrease with the increased load [35]. If a voltage
sags out of the threshold at a bus, the reactive power cannot be
correctly and efficiently injected. To keep the voltage within the
certain range, it is indispensible to reduce the load. Therefore,
there should exist a tradeoff between voltages and loads. In
the following, we give the inherent relationship among the EV
charging loads of buses in Theorem 1, and the proof is given
based on power flow analysis in the power system.

Theorem 1—(Linear Relation Among EV Charging Loads of
Buses): Given the total supplied power of the feeder and the
power demand of non-EV charging load, the total power supply
to all EV charging stations can be calculated; and the power
supplied to an individual charging station has a linear relation
with those to the other charging stations.

Proof: For all the buses, the voltages should be no less
than the minimal required voltage, for example, 0.9 per unit
voltage [15]. From (3), the lowest voltage is VN,k of BusN .
Then,

VN,k =V1,k −
N−1∑
i=1

[
Pi(i+1),k · ri(i+1) +Qi(i+1),k · xi(i+1)

]
≥Vmin (10)

where Vmin is the minimal required voltage. Rearranging (10),
we have

N−1∑
i=1

[
Pi(i+1),k · ri(i+1) +Qi(i+1),k · xi(i+1)

]
≤ V1,k − Vmin.

(11)

Let w be the sorted index of the bus without EV charging
load and W be the set of these buses w ∈ W (⊂ N); let j
be the sorted index of the bus with EV charging load and
H be the set of these buses j ∈ H(⊂ N). Then, (11) can be
represented by∑
w∈W

(
Pw(w+1),k · rw(w+1) +Qw(w+1),k · xw(w+1)

)

+
∑
j∈H

j · (Pj,k · rj +Qj,k · xj) ≤ V1,k − Vmin (12)

where Pj,k and Qj,k are the active and reactive power load
on Busj in period k, and rj = (1/j)

∑j−1
h=1 rh(h+1) and xj =

(1/j)
∑j−1

h=1 xh(h+1) represent the average impedance of the
feeder line among Bus1 and Busj . Since the loads of the buses
without EV loading are constant based on the forecast [43],
[44], we have∑
j∈H

j(Pj,k · rj +Qj,k · xj) ≤ V1,k − Vmin

−
∑
w∈W

(
Pw(w+1),k · rw(w+1) +Qw(w+1),k · xw(w+1)

)
.

(13)

Since each charging station is connected to the grid via a
single-phase AC connection and EV charging only draws active

power, we have Pj,k = Pchj,k and Qj,k = 0. Therefore, (13)
can be rewritten as ∑

j∈H
jPchj,k · rj ≤ Ξ (14)

where Ξ is a constant representing the RHS of inequality (13).
The inequality (14) implies that the total power supply to EV
charging stations is related to the locations of charging stations
and the total number of the charging stations. If the total power
supply to EV charging stations, i.e., Ξ, is given, the total EV
load of the charging station at Busj , Pchj,k, in period k,
presents a linear relation with the others. �

B. Travel Cost for EV Charging

With the mobility model defined in Section III-C, the travel
cost P v,k

cost for EV v to be charged in period k should consist
of two parts. On one hand, moving EVs may have different
locations and battery energy levels at different periods. Due
to the range anxiety, drivers prefer closer charging stations
with less travel distance. Thus the travel distance from EV
v’s current position to a charging station in period k, denoted
as pv,k, should be considered. On the other hand, the vehicle
mobility will result in intermittent V2V and R2V connections,
which can introduce a transmission delay and thus involve
an additional travel distance until EV v receives the charging
decision from the RSUs. Thus the travel cost caused by the
transmission delay for EV v to receive a charging decision via
VANETs, denoted as cv,k, should also be considered.

1) Travel Cost Due to the EV Travel Distance to a Charging
Station: If the charging strategy guides EV v to be charged in
the next period k, then

∑
j∈H xv,j,k = 1. The traveling path for

EV v to the charging station j in period k is calculated by the
deployed GPS based on the shortest path algorithm [45], whose
path length is denoted as S(xv,j,k). Thus, the travel distance of
EV v in period k for charging is defined as

pv,k =
∑
j∈H

S(xv,j,k) · xv,j,k. (15)

Based on pv,k, the travel cost for EV v in period k in terms of
energy is denoted as PC(pv,k), where PC(·) is a linear non-
decreasing function to measure the impacts of travel distance
on the travel cost [8].

2) Travel Cost Due to the Transmission Delay in VANETs:
The other part of the travel cost comes from the transmission
delay for an EV to send (receive) the charging request (deci-
sion) to (from) the nearest RSU, due to the vehicle intermittent
connections in the vehicular network.

First, we evaluate the transmission delay for the last hop of an
uplink (i.e., the last V2I hop); the transmission delay is mainly
due to the inter-contact time between a vehicle and an RSU.
Define the last hop as an “on-off” model [37] where the vehicle
either directly connects to an RSU (i.e., during the “on” state)
or is the only vehicle approaching the RSU and there is no other
vehicles in the transmission range of the RSU (i.e., during the
“off” state). Since during the “on” state, the transmission delay
for a message-packet is way smaller than the delay in the “off”
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state, the transmission delay is mainly due to the “off” period.
Note that the period here is a random variable and is different
from the charging period.

Denote the “on” period and the “off” period of a vehicle as
Ton and Toff , respectively. Accordingly, the travel distances
within the periods are defined as Uon and Uoff respectively,
with Ton = Uon/V and Toff = Uoff/V . Here, V is the av-
erage velocity for a vehicle based on the “on-off” mobility
model as defined in Section III-C. Similar to [37], the event
that a vehicle moves a distance of at least u during Ton before
being scheduled to communicate with RSU should satisfy that
1) there are no other vehicles within the distance u, and 2) there
is at least one vehicle within the distance 2R− u which results
in this vehicle moving at least u distance to avoid the collision,
where R is the transmission range of both an RSU and a vehicle.
Then, we have

Pr(Uon > u) =
(e−ζ·u)

bΓ−1
[
1−

(
e−ζ·(2R−u)

)bΓ−1
]

1− (e−ζ·2R)bΓ
(16)

where b is the total length of roads, while Γ is the vehicle
density on the roads. Since the vehicle headway distance fol-
lows an exponential distribution as mentioned in Section III-C,
the probability that a headway distance is larger than u is
e−ζ·u. And

E(Uon) =

2R∫
0

Pr(Uon > u) du. (17)

Similarly, the event that a vehicle moves a distance of at
least u during Toff should satisfy that 1) there are no vehicles
within a distance of 2R+ u from the end of the coverage range
of the nearest RSU ahead the vehicle, and 2) there is at least
one vehicle within the distance L− (u+ 2R), where L is the
distance between the adjacent RSUs. Then, we have

Pr(Uoff>u)=

(
e−ζ·(2R+u)

)bΓ−1
[
1−

(
e−ζ·(L−(2R+u))

)bΓ−1
]

(e−ζ·2R)bΓ
[
1−

(
e−ζ·(L−2R)

)bΓ]
(18)

E(Uoff )=

L−2R∫
0

Pr(Uoff > u) du. (19)

In addition, the previous hops within a communication link
except the last hop are based on V2V communications which
can be characterized with the mobility model of vehicles. The
process of the relative velocity between two vehicles can be
represented by a continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) with
a state space H = {h0, h1, h2}. Here, h0 represents a negative
relative velocity when the vehicle in front moves with vL while
the vehicle behind moves with vH ; h1 models a zero relative
velocity (i.e., both vehicles move with the same velocity); h2

represents a positive relative velocity. If each vehicle keeps the
same velocity for an exponential time with an average time of
D, the transition rate between any two states of the Markov

process equals to 2/D. Thus, from [37], the average number
of hops M within a communication link can be approxi-
mated as

M =
6 (L− E[Uon]− E[Uoff ])

D(vL + vH)
. (20)

Then, based on the average number of hops, the transmission
delay of a uplink can be shown as

ψ = (M − 1)E[TV 2V ] + E[Toff ] (21)

where E[TV 2V ] is the average transmission delay for a V2V
hop. And E[TV 2V ] = 1/(1− eζR) with the vehicle transmis-
sion range R, since the headway distance follows exponential
distribution. If we consider the downloading as a similar pro-
cess with uploading, the total transmission delay should be 2ψ.
Note that this transmission delay is related to the parameters in
the network, e.g., vehicle mobility parameters (i.e., vL, vH , ζ,
and D), the vehicle density (i.e., Γ), and the RSU deployment
in the network (i.e., the transmission range R and the average
distance between RSUs L).

Therefore, the average travel distance, cv,k, during which EV
v is moving and waiting for the charging decision in period k,
can be calculated as

cv,k = E[Ov] ·
∑
j∈H

xv,j,k (22)

where Ov = V · 2ψ(vL, vH , D, ζ,Γ, R, L) is defined as the
travel distance for EV v due to the transmission delay. Similarly,
the travel cost due to the transmission delay is denoted as a
linear non-decreasing function PC(cv,k) to measure the energy
cost for EV v to wait for receiving the decision in period k. With
the defined PC(pv,k) and PC(cv,k), the current stored energy,
P init
v,k , should be no less than the summation of PC(pv,k) and

PC(cv,k); otherwise, the battery will be depleted before the EV
reaching the destination,

P v,k
cost = PC(pv,k) + PC(cv,k) ≤ P init

v,k . (23)

Note that P init
v,k can be real-time collected by RSUs based on

V2V and V2I communications.

C. Mobility-Aware EV Charging Optimization Problem

Taking account of both the EV charging load relationship
among charging stations and the travel cost for EVs, the
objective of the charging strategy is to maximize the over-
all charging-energy-minus-travel-cost with power system over-
loading avoidance [25]. This objective indicates that the total
charging energy improvement and the charging travel cost
reduction should be jointly considered and carefully balanced.
Specifically, once the traffic server receives 1) the historic infor-
mation from the RTUs located at the buses, and 2) the vehicle
information via VANETs, a charging strategy is calculated to
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determine Pchv,j,k and xv,j,k, according to the optimization
problem shown as follows.

max
∑
k

∑
v∈V

∑
j∈H

a · Pchv,j,k

−
∑
k

∑
v∈V

(PC(pv,k) + PC(cv,k))

s.t.

0 ≤ Pchv,j,k ≤ Pchmax
v,j,k, ∀ v ∈ V, ∀ j ∈ H, and ∀ k

Pchj,k =
∑
v∈V

Pchv,j,k ≤ P j
total, ∀ k, ∀ j ∈ H

∑
j∈H

jPchj,k · rj ≤ Ξ, ∀ k

0 ≤ P init
v,k +

⎛
⎝∑

j∈H
a · Pchv,j,k − PC(pv,k)− PC(cv,k)

−P k
cons ·

⎛
⎝1−

∑
j∈H

xv,j,k

⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠

≤ Cmax
battery, ∀ v ∈ V, ∀ k

Pchv,j,k

Pchmax
v,j,k

≤ xv,j,k, ∀ v ∈ V, ∀ j ∈ H, and ∀ k
∑
j∈H

xv,j,k ≤ 1 and xv,j,k ∈ X = [0, 1] ∩ Z,

∀ v ∈ V, ∀ j ∈ H, and ∀ k
PC(pv,k) + PC(cv,k) ≤ P init

v,k , ∀ v ∈ V, ∀ k∑
k

∑
j∈H

xv,j,k ≤ Xmax, ∀ v ∈ V (24)

The constraints are according to (4)–(9), (14), and (23), respec-
tively. And the transmission delay in VANETs is integrated in
the constraint of (23).

V. THE COORDINATED PREDICTIVE EV
CHARGING STRATEGY

In this section, we derive the solution of problem (24) to
obtain the coordinated predictive EV charging strategy. The
original problem (24) is a time-coupled mixed-integer linear
programming (MILP) problem and thus very complicated to
solve, however, having observed that the last constraint of (24)
is the only time-coupled constraint, the original time-coupled
MILP problem can be first time-decoupled into a series of sub-
MILPs through Lagrange duality [25]. The optimal solutions
of all the sub-MILPs can form a ε-optimal solution to the
original problem [46]. In other words, with Lagrange duality,
only solving the decoupled sub-MILP problem in each period
can lead to an ε-optimal solution for the whole periods. Each
sub-MILP can be further solved by the branch-and-cut-based
outer approximation (BCBOA) algorithm [26]. The optimality
of BCBOA is also proved.

A. Optimization Decoupling Based on Lagrange Duality

First, we decouple the original optimization problem (24)
into a series of sub-problems with respect to period k by

applying the Lagrange duality [25]. The basic idea is to add the
time-coupled constraints of (24) into the objective function by
augmenting the objective function with a weighted sum of
the time-coupled constraint functions. In this way, the original
problem can be time-decoupled into a series of sub-problems,
each corresponding to a period k with only parameters and de-
cision variables of that period. The intrinsic philosophy behind
the ε-optimal solution to the original MILP after decoupling, is
that the objective function is linear; and all the inequality con-
strains are linear [46]. We define the Lagrangian L(.) associated
with the problem (24) as

L(Pchv,j,k, xv,j,k) =
∑
k

⎧⎨
⎩
∑
v∈V

∑
j∈H

a · Pchv,j,k

−
∑
v∈V

(PC(pv,k)+PC(cv,k))

⎫⎬
⎭−

∑
v∈V

ιv

⎡
⎣∑

k

∑
j∈H

xv,j,k−Xmax

⎤
⎦

(25)

where ιv is the Lagrange multipliers associated with the vth
inequality constraint∑

k

∑
j∈H

xv,j,k ≤ Xmax. (26)

The vector set {ιv} is called the dual variables or Lagrange
multiplier vector. Rearranging (25), we can obtain

L(Pchv,j,k, xv,j,k)

=
∑
k

⎧⎨
⎩
⎛
⎝∑

v∈V

∑
j∈H

a · Pchv,j,k

⎞
⎠

−
∑
v∈V

(PC(pv,k) + PC(cv,k))

−
∑
v∈V

ιv

⎡
⎣∑
j∈H

xv,j,k

⎤
⎦
⎫⎬
⎭+

∑
v∈V

ιvXmax.

(27)

We further decouple the problem into a series of uncoupled
sub-problems corresponding to each period k by means of dual
decomposition [25], and let Dk(ιv) denote the maximum value
of Lagrangian L(.) over Pchv,j,k and xv,j,k in period k, i.e.,

Dk(ιv) = max
Pchv,j,k,xv,j,k

⎧⎨
⎩
⎛
⎝∑

v∈V

∑
j∈H

a · Pchv,j,k

⎞
⎠

−
∑
v∈V

(PC(pv,k) + PC(cv,k))−
∑
v∈V

ιv

⎡
⎣∑
j∈H

xv,j,k

⎤
⎦
⎫⎬
⎭ .

(28)

Then, let Lagrangian dual function D(ιv) be the maximum
value of Lagrangian L(.) over Pchv,j,k and xv,j,k, then

D(ιv) =
∑
k

Dk(ιv) +
∑
v∈V

ιvXmax. (29)
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By minimizing the Lagrangian dual function over dual vari-
able, ιv , we can get the ε-optimal solution of (24).

min
ιv

D(ιv)

s.t. ιv ≥ 0. (30)

As shown in [46], for a given ιv, if the solution Pchv,j,k

and xv,j,k is optimal in (28) and satisfies the time-coupled
constraint of (26), the solution are the ε-optimal solution to
the original problem, with ε = −

∑
v∈V ιv[

∑
k

∑
j∈H xv,j,k −

Xmax].

B. Solving the Sub-MILP Problem Based
on BCBOA Algorithm

From the observation of (28), the sub-optimization problem,
P , see (31), shown at the bottom of the page, where x and Pch
are the set of all xv,j,k and Pchv,j,k, respectively.

Since the sub-optimization problem (31) is an MILP, it
can be solved by the BCBOA Algorithm [26]. The BCBOA
algorithm is an iterative procedure that solves the original

MILP by solving an alternating sequence of relaxed MILPs and
linear programs (LPs). The relaxed MILP is obtained from the
original problem P by replacing the original constraints with
linear functions by polyhedral outer approximations (OAs).
The OA is to provide polyhedral representation of the feasible
space of P . Such a representation will render linearly in the
continuous variable, and enable to reduce the complexity of the
original problem. Given any set of possible solutions T = {(x1,
P ch1), . . . , (xt, P cht), . . .}, the MILP is given as follows,

POA(T )

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

max�
s.t.

∇G(x, Pch)T|(xt,Pcht)

(
x− xt

Pch− Pcht

)
+G(xt, P cht) ≥ �

∇F (x, Pch)T|(xt,Pcht)

(
x− xt

Pch− Pcht

)
+F (xt, P cht) ≤ 0

∀(xt, P cht) ∈ T, x ∈ X ∩ Zn,
0 ≤ Pchv,j,k ≤ Pchmax

v,j,k, � ∈ R

(32)

P

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

max
Pchv,j,k,xv,j,k

{(∑
v∈V

∑
j∈H

a · Pchv,j,k

)
−

∑
v∈V

(PC(pv,k) + PC(cv,k))−
∑
v∈V

ιv

[∑
j∈H

xv,j,k

]}
s.t.
fj,1(x, Pch) = Pchj,k =

∑
v∈V

Pchv,j,k − P j
total ≤ 0, ∀ j ∈ H

f2(x, Pch) =
∑
j∈H

Pchj,k · jrj − Ξ ≤ 0

fv,3(x, Pch) = P init
v,k +

(∑
j∈H

a · Pchv,j,k−PC(pv,k)−PC(cv,k)−P k
cons

(
1−

∑
j

xv,j,k

))
−Cmax

battery≤0, ∀ v∈V

fv,4(x, Pch) = −
[
P init
v,k +

(∑
j∈H

a · Pchv,j,k − PC(pv,k)− PC(cv,k)− P k
cons

(
1−

∑
j

xv,j,k

))]
≤ 0, ∀ v ∈ V

fv,j,5(x, Pch) =
Pchv,j,k

Pchmax
v,j,k

− xv,j,k ≤ 0, ∀ v ∈ V, ∀ j ∈ H

fv,6(x, Pch) =
∑
j∈H

xv,j,k − 1 ≤ 0, ∀ v ∈ V

fv,7(x, Pch) = PC(pv,k) + PC(cv,k)− P init
v,k ≤ 0, ∀ v ∈ V

0 ≤ Pchv,j,k ≤ Pchmax
v,j,k, xv,j,k ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ v ∈ V, ∀ j ∈ H

(31)

Px̄

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

maxG(x, Pch)
s.t.
fj,1 =

∑
v∈V

Pchv,j,k − P j
total ≤ 0, ∀ j ∈ H

f2 =
∑
j∈H

(Pchj,k · jrj) =
∑
j∈H

(∑
v∈V

Pchv,j,k · jrj
)
− Ξ ≤ 0

fv,3 = P init
v,k +

(∑
j∈H

a · Pchv,j,k − PC(pv,k)− PC(cv,k)− P k
cons

(
1−

∑
j

xv,j,k

))
− Cmax

battery ≤ 0, ∀ v ∈ V

fv,4 = −
[
P init
v,k +

(∑
j∈H

a · Pchv,j,k − PC(pv,k)− PC(cv,k)− P k
cons

(
1−

∑
j

xv,j,k

))]
≤ 0, ∀ v ∈ V

fv,j,5 =
Pchv,j,k

Pchmax
v,j,k

− xv,j,k ≤ 0, ∀ j ∈ H, ∀ v ∈ V

0 ≤ Pchv,j,k ≤ Pchmax
v,j,k

(33)
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where

G(x, Pch) =

⎧⎨
⎩
⎛
⎝∑

v∈V

∑
j∈H

a · Pchv,j,k

⎞
⎠

−
∑
v∈V

(PC(pv,k) + PC(cv,k))

−
∑
v∈V

ιv

⎡
⎣∑
j∈H

xv,j,k

⎤
⎦
⎫⎬
⎭ ,

F = {fj,1, f2, fv,3, fv,4, fv,j,5, fv,6, fv,7}, ∀ v ∈ V, ∀ j ∈ H

and � is an auxiliary variable. Here, ∇G(·)T denotes the
transpose of the gradient of G.

The LP is obtained from the original problem P with x
fixed to x̄, where x̄ is the optimal solution of x in MILP (32).
In summary, the OA algorithm utilizes the gradients of the
objective and constraint functions at different points to build
a MILP relaxation of the problem. It should be noted that
since all the functions in problem P were linear, the relaxed
MILP at the first iteration would be identical to the original
problem, and hence the BCBOA would terminate in at most two
iterations. The following theorem shows that if 1) the solution
set, T, contains suitable points; 2) KKT conditions are satisfied
at these points, the problems POA(T ) and P are equivalent.

Theorem 2: Consider that P has a finite set of optimal
solutions. For all x̄ ∈ X ∩ Zn, if the problem, see (33), shown
at the bottom of the previous page, is feasible, there exists Pch
to be its optimal solution. Otherwise, if Px̄ is not feasible, Pch
is as the optimal solution to the following problem

PF
x̄

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

min
|H|+1+2|V|+|H||V|∑

jj=1

ujj

s.t. fj,1 − ujj ≤ 0, jj = {1, . . . , |H|} , j ∈ H
f2 − u|H|+1 ≤ 0
fv,3−ujj≤0, jj={|H|+2, . . . , |H|+1+|V|} , v∈V

fv,4 − ujj ≤ 0,
jj={|H|+ 2 + |V|, . . . , |H|+ 1 + 2|V|} , v∈V

fv,j,5 − ujj ≤ 0, jj = {|H|+ 2 + 2|V|, . . . ,
|H|+ 1 + 2|V |+ |V||H|} , v ∈ V, j ∈ H

0 ≤ Pchv,j,k ≤ Pchmax
v,j,k

(34)

where each ujj has one-to-one match with each linear con-
straint (i.e., fj,1, f2, fv,3, fv,4, and fv,j,5) and there are totally
|H|+ 1 + 2|V|+ |H||V| constraints except the constraint 0 ≤
Pchv,j,k ≤ Pchmax

v,j,k. Let T̄ be the set of all such solutions

(x̄, P ch). If the KKT conditions are satisfied at every point of
Px̄, then P and POA(T̄) have the same optimal value.

Proof: Similar to [47], we denote XF be the set of feasi-
ble x ∈ X ∩ Zn in the problem Px̄ and XI be the complement
of XF in X ∩ Zn. And XF 	= ∅.

When x̄ ∈ XI , the problem Px̄ is infeasible and therefore T̄

should contain the point (x̄, P ch) with an optimal solution of

PF
x̄ . Therefore, POA(T̄) contains the constraint

∇F (x, Pch)T|(x,Pch)

(
x− x̄

P ch− Pch

)
+ F (x, Pch) ≤ 0

where F = {fj,1, f2, fv,3, fv,4, fv,j,5, fv,6, fv,7},
∀ v ∈ V, ∀ j ∈ H (35)

In addition since Pch is an optimal solution of PF
x̄

and the KKT conditions are satisfied, there exists μ ∈
R

2∗[|H|+1+2|V|+|H||V||]
+ such that the first |H|+ 1 + 2|V|+ |V| ·

|H| elements in μ has one-to-one match with each constraint
in F and

|H|+1+2|V|+|H||V|∑
jj=1

μjj∇Pch

[
fjj(x, Pch)

]
= 0,

∀ fjj ∈ F = {fj,1, f2, fv,3, fv,4, fv,j,5}, ∀ v ∈ V, ∀ j ∈ H.

(36)

1− μjj − μ|H|+1+2|V|+|V|·|H|+jj = 0,

jj = 1, . . . , |H|+ 1 + 2|V|+ |V| · |H| (37)

μjj

[
fjj(x, Pch)− ūjj

]
= 0,

jj = 1, . . . , |H|+ 1 + 2|V|+ |V||H| (38)

μ|H|+1+2|V|+|V||H|+jjujj = 0,

jj = 1, . . . , |H|+ 1 + 2|V|+ |V||H|. (39)

Based on (35), we further have

∇Pch

[
fjj(x, Pch)

]T
(Pch− Pch) + fjj(x, Pch) ≤ 0,

jj = 1, . . . , |H|+ 1 + 2|V|+ |H||V|, ∀ fjj ∈ F. (40)

Adding |H|+ 1 + 2|V|+ |H||V| inequalities in (40) with the
nonnegative multipliers μ1, . . . , μ|H|+1+2|V|+|H|·|V|, after rear-
ranging, we obtain

|H|+1+2|V|+|H||V|∑
j=1

μjj∇Pch

[
fjj(x, Pch)

]T
(Pch− Pch)

≤ −
|H|+1+2|V|+|H||V|∑

j=1

μjjfjj(x, Pch), ∀ fjj ∈ F. (41)

Based on (36), the left hand side of (41) equals to zero.
While based on (38), the right hand side of (41)
equals to −

∑|H|+1+2|V|+|H||V|
jj=1 μjj ūjj . From (39),

μjj+|H|+1+2|V|+|V||H| = 0 if ujj > 0, ∀ jj ∈ {1, . . . , |H|+
1 + 2|V|+ |V||H|}. Then, combining (37), we get
μjj = 1 for ∀ jj ∈ {1, . . . , |H|+ 1 + 2|V|+ |V||H|} that
satisfies ujj > 0. This implies that the RHS of (41), i.e.,

−
∑|H|+1+2|V|+|V||H|

jj=1 ūjj , is strictly negative otherwise Px̄

would be feasible. Therefore, the inequality (41) has no
solution. This implies that the maximum value of POA(T̄) is
to be found as the maximum value over all x ∈ XF .

Furthermore, let Pch be an optimal solution to Px̄. (G(x̄,
P ch), x̄, P ch) is a feasible solution of POA

x̄ (T̄). Therefore,
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Fig. 4. The simulation scenario of University of Waterloo region in VISSIM. (a) A snap shot of the simulation region with signing the simulated roads in blue.
(b) The 3D vehicle traffic illustrations of two intersections highlighted in red on the upside.

TABLE I
AN EXAMPLE OF ACTIVE AND REACTIVE POWER VALUE AT EACH BUS OF THE SYSTEM

G(x̄, P ch) is a lower bound on the optimal value � of POA
x̄ (T̄).

Next this value G(x̄, P ch) will be proved to be also an upper
bound, i.e., � ≤ G(x̄, P ch). When Pch is an optimal solution
of Px̄ and satisfies the KKT conditions. There exists μ ∈
R

|H|+1+2|V|+|V||H|
+ such that

−∇PchG(x̄, P ch)+

|H|+1+2|V|+|V||H|∑
jj=1

μjj∇Pch

[
fjj(x, Pch)

]
= 0, ∀ fjj ∈ F (42)

μjjfjj(x, Pch) = 0, jj = 1, . . . , |H|+ 1 + 2|V|+ |V||H|.
(43)

By outer-approximation programming, any solution of POA
x̄ (T̄)

should satisfy

−∇PchG(x̄, P ch)T (Pch− Pch)−G(x̄, P ch) ≤ −�

∇Pch

[
fjj(x, Pch)

]T
(Pch− Pch) + fjj(x, Pch) ≤ 0,

jj = 1, . . . , |H|+ 1 + 2|V|+ |V||H| (44)

Multiplying the second inequality set in (44) by the Lagrange
multipliers (i.e., μjj ≥ 0) and then adding to the first inequality
in (44), we rearrange the left hand side and obtain⎧⎨
⎩−∇PchG(x̄, P ch)+

|H|+1+2|V|+|V||H|∑
j=1

μjj∇Pchfjj(x, Pch)

⎫⎬
⎭

T

·(Pch−Pch)+

|H|+1+2|V|+|V||H|∑
j=1

μjjfjj(x, Pch)−G(x̄,P ch)

= −G(x̄,P ch) ≤ −�. (45)

From (42) and (43), the left hand side of (45) is equivalent
to −G(x, Pch). Therefore, we get G(x, Pch) ≥ �. In other
words, for any x̄ ∈ XF , the problem POA

x̄ (T̄) and Px̄ have the
same objective value. �

Therefore, the optimality of BCBOA is proved. In summary,
the proposed charging strategy can be obtained by first time-
decoupling the original problem into a series of sub-MILPs
through Lagrange duality, and then solving the sub-MILPs based
on the branch-and-cut-based outer approximation (BCBOA)
algorithm. The charging decisions in terms of Pchv,j,k and
xv,j,k are dispatched to each EV via VANETs.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We consider a realistic suburban scenario as shown in
Fig. 4, which is the region around the campus of University of
Waterloo (Waterloo, ON, Canada). RSUs are uniformly de-
ployed along roads, and two charging stations are deployed as
marked in Fig. 4(a). The parameters of the 12-bus distribution
system (only load buses) in [35] are considered, with the load
enlarged to MW level. Two charging stations are connected
to Bus2 and Bus11, respectively. Loads connected at each
bus at 21:00 is given in Table I. The input voltage is set to
1.0 pu, and the minimum allowable voltage is 0.9 pu, with
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TABLE II
NORMALIZED POWER OVER THE POWER AT 21:00 FOR ALL THE BUSES WITHOUT EV CHARGING LOAD DURING A DAY

the impedance of any line section being 0.005 + j0.0046. The
normalized power over the power at 21:00 for all the buses
without EV charging load is shown in Table II, according to
the trend in [48]. Vehicles move in this region following the
aforementioned mobility model in Section III-C. To model
the vehicle traffic, a highly-realistic microscopic vehicle traffic
simulator, VISSIM [27], is employed to generate vehicle trace
files for recording the vehicle mobility characteristics. Based on
the trace files, we first evaluate the average transmission delay
incurred by VANETs for an EV to receive a charging decision.
Then, combining the power system data, we investigate the
performance of our proposed EV charging strategy, using a
custom simulator built in Matlab. The proposed strategy is
compared to an existing coordinated charging strategy without
considering the EV mobility and the travel cost [15]. The
compared performance metrics include the total EV charging
energy (TECE), the average EV travel cost (AETC), and the
percentage of EVs that succeed or fail in charging.

A. Simulation Setup

To simulate a VANET with VISSIM, vehicles are pushed
into the region of 6000 m ∗ 2800 m, as shown in Fig. 4(a).
At the beginning of the simulation, vehicles enter the region
from the preseted entries (e.g., 9 entries at the ends of main
roads), following a Poisson process at a rate ζ (e.g., ζ =
2500 vehicle/hour/entry). After a certain duration tζ (e.g., 240 s),
the vehicle pushing-in stops to reach the density 30 vehicle/km/
lane. The information (e.g., locations, velocities, etc.) of vehicles
can be recorded at the end of every simulation step (e.g., 0.2 s)
in the recorded trace files. In addition, a set of RSUs (e.g.,
25 RSUs) is deployed uniformly along roads in the region,
with the transmission range of R (e.g., 150 m). And the total
simulation time is 3000 s.

The car following model, Wiedemann 74 model [49], is
utilized for modeling the traffic; the vehicle acceleration is a
function of the vehicle velocity, the characteristics of the driver
(or the vehicle), and the difference in distance and velocity
between the subject vehicle and the vehicle in front [49]. At
an intersection, the vehicle traffic is controlled either by a
traffic light or a stop sign based on the reality, as shown in
Fig. 4(b). The velocity distribution for all vehicles follows
the velocity model described in Section III-C with parameters
V = {vL, vH} and D (e.g., taking vL = 30 km/hour, vH =
60 km/hour, D = 60 s as a case study).

Besides, in the EV charging simulations, we set the EV
battery capacity to 85 KWh according to the TESLA Model
S [3]. The charging period is set as 30 min as a case study,
with the maximum charging energy of 30 KWh. If an EV is not
scheduled for charging in a period, the energy cost for running
on the road in that period is set to be uniformly distributed

within [0,10] KWh. And the maximal charging times for EVs
i.e., Xmax, is set as 3. To better illustrate the performance of the
proposed charging strategy, the centralized charging strategy in
[15] is compared where the optimization objective is to only
maximize the total amount of EV charging energy.

B. Simulation Results of VANETs

Based on the trace files obtained from VISSIM, Fig. 5(a)
shows the probability density function (PDF) of vehicle head-
way distance under the above simulation settings when ζ =
2500 vehicles/hour/entry. It is shown that the PDF of the head-
way distance matches well with an exponential distribution,
which validates the premise in Section III-C that the headway
distance follows an exponential distribution when the vehicle
density is low or medium. Besides, from the exponential distri-
bution in Fig. 5(a), the average headway distance is about 30 m,
which is very close to that calculated from the predefined vehi-
cle density in the simulation setting, i.e., 30 vehicles/km/lane.
In addition, the theoretical PDF of the distance from the last
hop vehicle to the nearest RSU for one delivery (through (18))
is further verified by Fig. 5(b). With 25 RSUs deployed in the
network, the theoretical PDF is calculated with the parameters
in the simulation setting based on (18). The simulated PDF
is obtained from the real trace files of VISSIM. In Fig. 5(b),
it can be seen that the simulated PDF matches well with
the theoretical one, which validates the effectiveness of the
theoretical analysis in (18). Also, according to the simulation,
the average distance from the last hop vehicle to its neatest RSU
is around 200 m.

When the vehicle density is reduced, e.g., ζ = 1800 vehicle/
hour/entry, the PDF of the headway distance is shown in
Fig. 5(c), approximately following an exponential distribution
as well. And the average distance is increased to 46 m. Fur-
thermore, the PDF of the last-hop V2R distance is illustrated in
Fig. 5(d), and the average V2R distance of the last hop is about
215 m. The average V2R distance also matches with the an-
alytical results in (18). Therefore, Fig. 5 validates the mobility
model proposed in Section III-C as well as the analytical results
of (18) which is derived based on the the proposed mobility
model.

We then investigate the single-hop connection probability
between a vehicle and its nearest RSU and the end-to-end multi-
hop transmission delay in VANETs. The results are shown in
Figs. 6 and 7, respectively, under different RSU deployments
(i.e., 25 or 8 RSUs are deployed in the network) and dif-
ferent vehicle densities (i.e., ζ = 2500 vehicles/hour/entry or
ζ = 1800). It can be observed from Fig. 6 that for a given
number of RSUs and ζ, the connection probability increases
with larger RSU transmission range. Besides, if the RSU trans-
mission range is fixed, larger number of RSUs and larger ζ
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Fig. 5. The PDFs of both two adjacent vehicle distance (V2V distance) and the last hop V2R distance. (a) The PDF of V2V distance when ζ = 2500. (b) The
PDF of the last hop V2R distance when ζ = 2500. (c) The PDF of V2V distance when ζ = 1800. (d) The PDF of the last hop V2R distance when ζ = 1800.

Fig. 6. The average connected probability between a vehicle and an RSU.

will both increase the single-hop connected probability but to
different extents, i.e., the variation of the number of RSUs
has larger impact on the connected probability than that of
ζ. This can be explained as follows. As the collisions can be
avoided according to the transmission model in Section III-D,
the increase of ζ will affect the connected probability only
through decreasing the average Uoff as given in (18). Since
the average headway distances under ζ = 2500 and ζ = 1800
are around 30 and 50, respectively, which are relatively small
compared to the RSU transmission range, the two headway
distances can be viewed as in the same scaling order. As a result,

Fig. 7. The average transmission delay for a V2R uplink.

the average Uoff will not change much under the two ζ values,
leading to very small gaps in the connected probabilities when
the number of RSUs is fixed. On the contrary, when ζ is fixed,
different numbers of RSUs will result in big difference in the
average Uoff , leading to a much larger gap.

On the other hand, it can be seen in Fig. 7 that the average
end-to-end transmission delay decreases when the RSU trans-
mission range, the number of RSUs or ζ increases. More inter-
estingly, different from the single-hop connected probabilities,
the transmission delay does not increase much even when
the number of RSUs is largely reduced, e.g., from 25 to 8.
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Fig. 8. Daily TECE comparison when the total number of EVs is fixed
to 1200.

For example, the transmission delay is around 190 s with
25 RSUs and ζ = 2500, and is around 240 s with 8 RSUs
and ζ = 1800. The small change compared to the big gap of
connected probability is due to the benefits of multi-hop V2V
relaying. When the number of RSU largely decreases, although
the single-hop connection opportunities from a vehicle to the
RSU is largely reduced, the information can still be efficiently
delivered to the RSU through multi-hop V2V relaying at the
cost of small delay increase. In other words, the multi-hop
V2V relaying increases the equivalent transmission range of a
vehicle. Besides, for the considered settings, the average trans-
mission delay is around 200 s. Thus, although the transmission
delay of VANETs is larger than the cellular systems, it is still
tolerable for the applications of vehicle information collec-
tion compared to the decision making period (i.e., 30 min).
More importantly, VANETs can considerably cut down the
service cost and enhance the transmission rates, which is more
important for the large-volume vehicle data collection.

C. Simulation Results of the Proposed Charging Strategy

In this subsection, we investigate the performance of the pro-
posed charging strategy. As a case study, the strategy is con-
ducted every 30 mins, and the simulation results are collected
every one hour. This conducted period can be set differently for
different requirements, with corresponding communication in-
frastructure deployment. We first study the TECE performance
under a weekday total-available-charging-energy (TACE) pro-
file [48] (see Table II) with fixed total number of EVs, as shown
in Fig. 8. As we mainly focus on the behaviors of charging
strategies when the overload is likely to occur, we only consider
the case where the TACE is not enough to charge all the EVs
in each period. It can be observed from Fig. 8 that for all the
hours the proposed strategy can obtain larger TECE than the
compared strategy. Since the compared strategy has no real-
time vehicle information, the charging decision is made without
considering the EV mobility and the travel cost. As a result,
some EVs may be dispatched to a charging station that is
too far to reach based on their current battery levels, making
EV batteries depleted on the way and fail to be charged. On

Fig. 9. AETC comparison with increasing TACE when the total number of
EVs is 1200.

the contrary, our strategy considers the travel cost based on
the vehicle information from VANETs and dispatches the EVs
only to the charging stations within their reach, thus having
a larger TECE. Besides, TECE gain is from 15% to 30% for
different TACE, and is larger with smaller TACE. The reason is
as follows. When the TACE is smaller, the number of EVs that
cannot be charged in the current period is larger. As the EVs
are mobile, they will continue to consume battery energy even
if they are not charged. As a result, the average initial battery
level is lower in the next period, and the depletion probability if
an EV is dispatched to a farther station is larger under the com-
pared strategy. As our strategy always avoids the EV depletion
situation, the gain will be larger when the TACE is smaller.

Besides, we compare the AETC under different TACE in
Fig. 9. It can be seen that the AETC of the proposed strategy
is smaller than that of the compared strategy, and the gain is
larger with larger TACE. As the proposed strategy considers to
reduce the AETC and thus gives preference to closer charging
stations, the AETC is lower than that under the compared
strategy without considering the travel cost. When the TACE is
increased, each charging station can accommodate more EVs.
As a result, more EVs can be dispatched to the closer charging
stations under the proposed strategy, resulting in a lower AETC
(i.e., a larger gain) over the compared strategy.

We further compare the number of EVs that succeed and fail
in charging under different strategies, respectively, as shown
in Fig. 10. It can be observed that compared with the existing
strategy, the proposed strategy achieves a smaller total number
of involved EVs (i.e., the number of successfully charged EVs
plus the number of EVs that fail to be charged) but a larger
number of successfully charged EVs. This observation further
corroborates the explanation for Fig. 8. Under the proposed
strategy, as the EVs tend to be assigned to the closer stations,
the load assignment is less balanced than the compared strategy.
Thus the total number of involved EVs is smaller under the
proposed strategy. However, as some involved EVs’ batteries
may be depleted on the way under the compared strategy, the
EVs that actually succeed in charging are more in the proposed
strategy. Therefore, it is essential to incorporate EV mobility
into the optimal charging strategy design.
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the number of involved EVs and successfully charged
EVs, with 1200 EVs.

Fig. 11. Comparison of AETC and the number of successfully charged EVs,
with fixed TACE (5400 KWh).

Last, with fixed TACE and increasing total number of EVs,
we show the comparison of the AETC performance as well as
the number of successfully charged EVs in Fig. 11. It can be
observed that when TACE is fixed and the total number of EVs
increases, the AETC of the proposed strategy decreases, and
the number of successfully charged EVs increases; while both
the two items remain almost unchanged under the compared
strategy. As the proposed strategy considers to reduce the
AETC, when the total number of EVs increases, more EVs
that are closer to the charging stations are selected for charging.
Thus, the AETC will decrease correspondingly. As the AETC
decreases, the average battery level when the dispatched EVs
arrive at the charging stations is higher, resulting in a smaller
average EV charging energy. Thus more EVs can be dispatched
and charged when the TACE is fixed. For the compared strategy,
as it does not consider the AETC, increasing the total number
of EVs has no impact on the EV selection, thus the performance
remains almost unchanged.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have incorporated the EV mobility into the
EV charging and developed a VANET-enhanced coordinated

EV charging strategy to improve the energy utilization and
reduce the EV travel cost while averting the power system
overloading. In specific, we first introduced a VANET-enhanced
smart grid with the functionalities of real-time vehicle informa-
tion collection through VANETs. Then, a predictive mobility-
aware coordinated EV charging strategy was proposed to
maximize the overall charging-energy-minus-travel-cost with
power system overloading avoidance. Extensive simulations
have been conducted to evaluate the cost incurred by the trans-
mission delay in VANETs and demonstrate that the proposed
EV charging strategy can achieve better performance than the
existing strategy without considering the EV mobility and travel
cost in terms of the total EV charging power, average EV
travel cost and the number of successfully charged EVs. In our
future work, we intend to study the incentive mechanisms for
stimulating the EVs to follow the charging decisions to achieve
the global optimality.
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